Introduction
The Indian IT industry has achieved an iconic status in the Indian economy, and is considered a highly significant economic growth engine in India's success. The Indian IT and IT-enabled services' (ITES) share in National GDP has moved from l.2 percent in FY 1997-98 to 4.8 percent in FY 2005-06. The total revenue from the industry exceeded USD 36 billion for FY 2005-06 with an increase of 28 percent over the previous year. The industry being prominently export oriented has significantly contributed towards the Indian export and foreign exchange reserves. The industry currently provides direct employment to about 1.3 million people and in addition creates additional 3 million job opportunities through indirect and induced employment (NASSCOM, 2006) . NASSCOM McKinsey Report suggests that the industry is targeting US D 60 billion in exports by FY 2009-10 and will create an additional one million jobs (NASSCOM-McKinsey, 2005) .
Indian Software Industry: Literature Review
Most of the comparative advantages of the Indian software industry are based on the availability of qualified and talented manpower at much lower costs compared to other developing destinations in the world. However, it has been argued that a number of structural problems afflict Indian IT industry, mostly because of its heavy reliance on external mechanics and the lack of attention in developing domestic markets (D . Further, the weak domain experience of the Indian firms lead to lower productivity and lower revenue per employee. Software export earnings per person from India while on the rise have not been particularly high when compared to other software economies such as Ireland and Israel. For example, India's revenue per employee is much lower being US $ 20 -30,000 as compared to Ireland's per employee earning ofUS$ 60-80,000. (Arora et aI, 2001 ).
The growth of industry has been fueled primarily by customized software solutions and maintenance services, requiring increase in the number of professionals deployed for increase in revenues (Krishnan and Prabhu, 2002, Arora et. aI., 2001) . McKinsey Global Institute study suggests that only 25 percent of engineering graduates from India have necessary skills to be employed without prior training. In countries such as Poland and Hungary, fifty percent of the engineering graduates and in Malaysia 35 percent of engineers are suited to offshore IT jobs (NASSCOM-McKinsey Report 2005) . Indian software projects are mainly time and material based and are positioned on the low end of the value chain (D . Researchers have been arguing for the need for the It is in the above context that this study was designed as a qualitative research study to further understand in greater details leadership challenges being experienced in Indian software industry.
Objectives and Methodology
Though the Indian software industry is comparatively young, the purpose of this study was to go beyond an exploratory study. The study was designed to develop a deeper understanding ofleadership challenges and causal factors for those challenges in context of Indian software industry. The study aspired to give meaning to the social phenomena occurring in context of software industry by describing, decoding and translating them (Van Mannen, 1979) . Qualitative research methods provide opportunity to combine rational with the intuitive approach to knowledge creation. In addition, they tend to be more holistic and benefit from serendipitous findings (Hari Das, 1983) . Everd and Louis (1981) suggest that view from the inside is experiential, actor-focused, interactively emergent, and relevant to the situation; and the data and meaning are interpreted in a context. Hence, we wanted to use the method, which brings the view from within. Eisenhardt (1989) argue that multiple cases are powerful and better tools to generate theory, as they allow replication of observations, thereby enabling the researcher to validate and ratify hypothesized propositions. Dyer and Wilkins (1991) contend that in unduly focusing on developing quantifiable constructs, it is possible that one often misses out on the rich background that each case so deeply provides, and hence such a research methodology is unlikely to bring forth new insights as does the thorough, detailed and in-depth study of a single, comprehensive case. Their criticism is based on the view that a multiplecase approach results only in peripheral surface scanning; unlike detailed single-cases, which provide an intimate understanding of the context that facilitates theory generation. Eisenhardt (1991) counters Dyer & Wilkins' (1991) argument by reinforcing that mUltiple-case comparative logic permits replication and corroboration of theory, and defended her approach stating that the analysis of multiple cases is richer and provides the requisite rigor to generate generalizable theory.
Hence, we decided to use multiple cases from different software organizations and also use the insiders to get context rich data. Accordingly, software professionals who have been part of the Indian software industry for a minimum period of two years were requested to write mini cases in small teams of2-3 persons per team based on their experiences in context of the organization. We felt that multiple cases written by software professionals from different organizations would facilitate capturing the totality of reality as existing in Indian software industry. Further, the data from different organizations would help in generalizing the findings. Moreover, the case-based narrative approach seems superior to us in an exploratory study of organizational leadership challenges, for narratives implicitly codify a wide-ranging array of facts about diverse organizational experiences (Pentland, 1999) , which is perhaps otherwise not easily captured.
Sample Size and Details
The data for the study came from 27 experiential, narrative case studies written by 54 participants of the Executive Post-Graduate Programme for software industry executives at the Indian Institute of Management Bangalore (11MB). The average work experience of the participants was 6.5 years with a standard deviation of 2.5 years; and the range being from 2 years to over 15 years. Majority of the case writers (82%) were from companies that provided software products services (41%), software services (35%) or combined productsservices (6%) portfolios. The remaining case writers were from firms that offered both products and technology solutions (6%) and companies that had a diversified portfolio of products, services and technologies (12%). The proportion of respondents from large corporations employing more than 5,000 employees was 56% (15 cases); the medium-size organizations, employing 300 to 5,000 employees was 26% (7 cases) and small companies, employing less than 300 employees was 18% (5 cases).
Most of the participants (82%) were graduates, with post-graduates constituting 15 percent of the sample. There were other professionals like chartered accountants too. Only 26 percent of the respondents had qualifications in computer science/engineering, which partly reflects the reason for the industry not being able to grow up on the value chain. Professionals from a non-computer science/ engineering background came from electrical, electronics and communication engineering streams.
Eighty-eight percent of the participants were in leadership roles; 55 percent of them being team/module leads and 33 percent were project managers. Only 12 percent were working as senior software developers. Eighty-eight percent of the case writers were male and the remaining twelve percent were female. All women in the sample were in team leadership positions.
A remarkable 68 percent of the case writers had switched companies at least once, 44 percent had switched at least twice, 15 percent have changed jobs more than thrice, and 3 percent had switched jobs at least four times in their careers. The average work experience per company was 3 years and ten months. The switching times varied from the shortest switch time of 2 months to over 12 years. Thus the sample was representative of the Indian software services in terms of profile of companies, profile of participants and their typical behavior of frequent change of organizations.
Two teams of two researchers each team independently analyzed each of the cases and identified the problems emerging from the cases. While the first team identified a total of 43 problems from twenty-seven cases, the second team identified 45 problems. Both the teams discussed the list of problems and agreed for a total of 47 problems emerging from the cases. Each of the problems was identified with a key word/phrase and then 44 problems were clustered into 13 broad themes. Three problems were generic in nature and hence were not allocated to a cluster and were listed separately.
Findings and Analysis
The cluster titles along with the serial number of cases in which the cluster-related problems were discussed are listed in Table- I. The serial number of the cases along with the case title is listed in Annexure-I. All the numbers in the brackets refer to the cases listed in Annexure-I.
Team Dynamics: (1, 9, 11, 13, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 27) Indian software industry essentially works in project management structure using teams. A large number of problems in software teams seem to be consequence of lack of match between personality and role being played by leader and team members. Many of the software project teams come into existence or get enhanced on a short notice. Due to time pressure, many times members get selected with out having adequate competencies or preference for a particular role. Team members who work at the same level find it difficult to accept that one of the colleagues becomes their boss. Creation and enhancement of a project team on a short notice, movement of team members to other projects and high attrition are major factors that lead to a software project team having a large number of new members. These members need to be educated about the project, domain and technical knowledge. However, it seems that project teams do not have systems and processes to ensure that team members could learn what is required for being effective team members.
Challenges of Managing Knowledge Workers (7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 22, 24, 28) Every young knowledge worker in software industry seems to be interested in working on software development and, current and new technologies. They get bored easily with the maintenance and legacy work. As perceived by software professionals, a typical maintenance project does not provide enough learning opportunities, requires bug fixing or time-bound enhancement and hence is not considered to be very significant or a challenging task. Continuous monitoring and change requests from customers add to work pressures and tensions; and do not give a sense of autonomy to people working on such projects. Hence, many young knowledge workers working on such projects request for change to another project or move to another organization at the earliest opportunity. However, Indian software industry predominantly works in maintenance domain with about 60-65 percent of the total revenue coming from maintenance of legacy system. Hence, Indian software organizations do not have too many options for moving people to other exciting projects. Learning needs of knowledge workers and their desire for autonomy can be better handled by enhancing internal flexibility through HR systems and processes. Most of the project teams, due to fast growth and heavy attrition,. are perennially experiencing shortage of manpower. Hence, line managers tend to hold on to the existing team members rather than allowing them to move internally with in the organization to the role of one's choice. Short: duration work experience leading to labeling of a knowledge worker; and reluctance to job rotate them, reinforces the views of knowledge workers that they would have to do what ever is required to get to a right role. This further alienates them from the role and the organization and adds to attrition in the Indian software industry.
Knowledge workers also refuse to share their work and knowledge with others. They draw their sense of identity from their work and find it very painful when somebody wants to unilaterally bring changes in the work handled by them or their roles. Knowledge workers generally tend to be introverts and do not share their concerns openly unless being asked for. Competent knowledge workers are given bigger responsibilities and they like it for a while. However, they soon realize that while many of their project team members have been having comfortable life, they are being burdened with additional work and have no work~life balance. They experience a sense of inequity, resent it and want to punish superiors and the organization for the inequity. Onsite-offshore delivery model (1, 2, 7, 8, 14, 18, 27) Global delivery model invented by Indian software companies require that one or few members from a project team are located onsite at customer's organization. They work initially with the client to define the project requirements and subsequently coordinate on a regular basis between the client and the offshore team working in India on software project development. This delivery model has significantly contributed towards cost competitiveness of the Indian software companies. However, this unique team structure is also the cause of many leadership challenges as emerging from the six cases.
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Onsite posting creates opportunities to visit a foreign country and opportunities for substantial savings, particularly for those who get posted for more than three-months. Sometimes those who get onsite posting for more than three-months are also financial supported by the organization to take their family along with them. In addition, onsite postings create opportunities to learn about domain knowledge. Thus, many software professionals perceive onsite postings as a reward and they look forward to onsite postings. When software professionals in a team perceive that the selection for onsite positing was not fair and equitable, they experience inequity and feel disgruntled and angry against the team leader and against the person who gets selected for onsite posting. In normal situation, software professionals with experience and maturity, having domain specific knowledge and good communication skills are expected to be chosen for onsite posting. However, many a time, due to exigencies of the project, software professionals who are easily available, have a USA visa and are willing to travel at a short notice get picked up for onsite posting. Some time, a project leader may select a person in whom one has confidence but who may not be the most competent person or senior most for the onsite posting. Occasionally, software professional with some unique competencies may be able to pressurize the boss to select him or her for onsite posting by threatening to resign.
Onsite team members, some times get recruited abroad where the client is located. They are typically experienced professionals with excellent technical and/or domain capabilities. However, they seem to lack interpersonal skills. Offshore team members being 'rookies', lack confidence about technology and many times they also lack communication skills. Since onsite members never work together with offshore team members, the necessary warmth of relationship and team spirit lacks. Onsite team members often tend to be arrogant, disrespectful and indifferent towards the concerns and problems of the offshore team members (1) .
. Onsite team members being closer to customers tend to have greater visibility to customers as well as to offshore senior managers. Proximity and visibility to a customer, leads to a customer giving substantial credits for successful completion of the project to an onsite member and communicating it to offshore senior management. Some time the onsite member tends to take credit for all the good work done by the team (18). It becomes an additional cause of pain and perception of lack of fairness by offshore members. A customer getting used to existing onsite team member, asks for the same person being continued as onsite coordinator for subsequent projects (14). Senior management in many organizations accepts such a request from the customer to keep the customer in good humour. However, such an action by the senior management further reduces the possibilities for other offshore team members to go onsite and reinforces the sense of inequity as perceived by them.
Since onsite posting is not part of career plan, software professionals after returning from onsite posting realize that they have lost on the promotional opportunities and the associated salary increases and perks. Some of the software professionals, promoted as leaders, neither have the competencies nor the aptitude to acquire leadership competencies. They do not like performing leadership responsibilities and consider it to be a waste of time to participate in meetings with team members and with clients. They do not like to spend time in coaching and mentoring their team members. They miss coding and live with the anxiety that they would lose thl! technical expertise.
Ram said, "I was wrong in taking up the project manager role, I think. It is rapidly draining me of technical expertise. Just yesterday, I took nearly 30 minutes writing a silly shell script that I could have written in 5 minutes flat just 6 months ago. I feel like a glorified clerk whose only job is to keep making PowerPoint slides and Excel charts, apart from pretending to look important in long, boring organizational meetings (6).
Over Promises and breaking of Psychological Contract (9, 26)
Under the pressure of exigencies of work and shortage of manpower, managers make promises to their team members that are not well thOUght through. For a variety of reasons, those promises ate not fulfilled and it leads to team members experiencing breaking up of psychological contract and the associated pain, anger and frustration. Both the cases clearly describe how managers tend to make promises to meet urgent project needs without thinking through the implications of not meeting those promises. The problem is further aggravated due to lack of proper leadership training and career planning process.
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Software Professionals as Contract Employees (19, 23)
Software companies, particularly, multinationals employ software professionals from Indian companies as contract employees. Organizations typically use contract employees to do mundane job, as regular employees are reluctant to work on repetitious monotonous jobs. Typically, Indian software companies work as sub-contractors for the international software companies which in turn work for clients from different industries working in different parts of the world. The customer's ability to deliver the software product in time to its customer depends upon Indian Software Company completing its share of work. The cost of delay of the project is much higher for the customer. Hence, the customer will like on a regular basis to be assured that the project is going as planned. The customer would also like to know in time if there were any problems related to the project.
Nipun was working on a product that had reached a matured stage moving into maintenance phase. The regular team members lost interest in the work and many senior members moved to other projects or to another organization. Nipun employed some contract employees to meet the urgent project needs. However, he found that contract employees tended to have much higher level of attrition as compared to regular employees as they were always in search of a permanent job. Contract employees who stayed back longer in a job, were typically having less competencies and hence required much higher level of supervision as compared to regular software professionals (19
Project managers are expected to attend customer meetings and prepare PowerPoint presentations and many of them do not like to spend time on these activities. These activities take away part of their time from the technical work. They also feel that they are losing their technical expertise while performing managerial functions. Project managers do not like to spend time on making customer calls. Invariably, these calls have to be made late in the day requiring them to stay back in the office. They also do not appreciate why these calls are important when they have already submitted a detailed report to the customer. They are not able to appreciate the importance of oral communication over a report. They perceive it as a waste of time. 
Lack of Career and Succession Planning (20, 22)
Software services are delivered in a project framework. The project structures are temporary by nature. Software professionals on projects are not very sure where would they work after the project is completed. Organizational and software professional related factors jointly are responsible for adversely affecting work life balance. Organizations for ensuring that they get enough projects tend to accept unrealistic delivery dates. They further keep accepting different kind of changes and modifications required by clients without changes in the project delivery dates. This leads to software professionals being required to put much longer hours in office.
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Being young and energetic, they enjoy it initially but over time they get stressed and experience bum out. 
Mr Mehta is currently working as a project manager in a multinational corporation and has
Mr Mahesh another bright and hard worker suffered from over work and finally resigned from the organization (15).
Pain of Giving Performance Feedback (6) Many Indian software companies with the objective of motivating performance use performance-based differential rewards and insist on force fitting bell curve for performance distribution. Software professionals in leadership positions find it painful giving performance feedback, and coaching and mentoring their team members. The task of force fitting bell curve becomes much more complex because of the project and team based nature of the software development work in Indian context. Women executives in Software Industry (9) Indian software industry has the unique distinction of creating career opportunities for technically qualified women in large numbers. The Indian software industry currently employs about 20-25 percent women. The project nature of work and inherent uncertainties linked with the software development and delivery work creates some unique challenges for women employees in software industry. The problems get further exuberated due to the global delivery model and the need for continuous communication and coordination in late nights with the clients located in North America, Europe and other parts of the world. Software organizations have been growing very fast and hence they increasingly rely on fresher from the colleges. They are willing to learn technical aspects and stay long hours. However, they also seem to have preference for casual dressing and a life style similar to the university from where they have come. The day on which tht:: organization allows its employees to come in semiformal or casual, many of them come dressed which would bt: considered inappropriate for an office but may be appropriate for a party or informal get together. In addition many of them behave in the work environment as an extension of their college life. Miscellaneous Challenges (5, 7, 10) Apart from the challenges that have been put under different clusters, a few other interesting challenges had emerged during analysis. An ambitious business manager after losing a project contract became much more task oriented and started having stringent control on all project activities. It led to lowering of morale, increase in attrition and project performance further dropped (5). Another software organization had bureaucratic culture and which made it difficult for people to reach out to the top management for any skip level communication (7). In another organization, being a multinational corporation, it was difficult to have any surplus manpower. Such strict control on manpower used to make it difficult to have organizational flexibility to handle any exigencies and urgent requirements (10).
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Discussion and Recommendations
The problems emerging from the study are big, important and affect performance of the Indian software industry as well as people who are part of the industry. It is to credit of the industry that in spite of these problems it has sustained its growth and has significantly contributed to the growth ofindian economy and India brand. However, if all the internal as well as external stakeholders related to Indian software industry work on these challenges, the industry has the potential to playa much bigger role in the growth of Indian economy.
Leadership challenges emerging from the industry has its roots in nature of work being done by the industry and the nature of the people who are part of the industry. Indian software industry is essentially in software service domain mostly doing maintenance and testing functions. However, because of attractive salary, pleasant work environment, positive brand image and lack of equally good opportunities in other industries. Indian software industry has been able to attract highly competent knowledge workers, mostly engineers. They have excellent learning and analytical capabilities. Being knowledge workers, they value autonomy, learning and professionalism (Agrawal, 2001) . The industry requires software professionals to do what would contribute towards customer satisfaction but software professionals want to work what would give them sense of learning and contribute towards keeping them relevant for the software markets in India as well as globally. The pulls from opposite directions are the cause of stress and frustration for software professionals. For meeting the aspirations of software professionals, the Indian software industry needs to grow up on the value chain. It can grow on value chain by either offering total business solutions or working towards product development. Large Indian software companies have taken initiatives to offer toU,il business solutions by investing in learning to acquire domain expertise. Large Indian multinationals such as Infosys and Wipro have started consultancy divisions, which work towards providing total business solutions. The integration of IT -enabled service by Indian IT industry is also a move towards offering total service to its customers. However, what is important for the Indian software industry is to ensure that it continues to retain a balanced focus on various levels of the value chain. It needs to nurture high end of value chain without being overly concerned about immediate pay offs.
Project nature of work in any industry is characterized by uncertainties and overloads. In context of Indian software industry, the continuous enormous growth and global delivery model further adds to the compiexity Enriching the project with resources is one strategic move to take care of uncertainties and overloads. Human resources are the most important resource in context of Indian software industry. In the past, the industry did not have enough supply of manpower and now the industry has problem of lack of readiness of the fresh software professionals! engineers to work on projects. Typically, a fresh engineer needs to be provided 3-6 months of finishing school training, followed by internship on a project for another six months. While large organizatiom: are able to provide finishing school training, small and medium size organizations do not have classrooms and teachers as well as critical mass of participants to provide finishing school training. Agrawal and Rao (2002) hav,t: discussed the need for the software organization to adopt second and third tier academic organizations and work along with them to deliver finishing school training as a part of the degree programmes. While sporadic initiatives have been taken by a few software organizations, much more needs to be done in this direction.
Inducting and helping fresh team members to learn what is important in context of a project is very important.
Many of the problems related to project delivery as well as frustration of team members about not being able to contribute towards a project is associated with lack of knowledge about project. Organizations need to work towards creating a work culture where by senior members of the organization consider it to be part of their responsibility to help fresh members to learn and become full members of the team. Performance appraisal and reward system should give due importance to coaching and mentoring contributions by senior members. Evcr:y new member in a team should be inducted in the team by clearly defining one's role and linking it with other roles in the team.
Indian software industry has been able to attract good HR professionals. However, due to a variety of contextual factors, they seem to spend a large amount of effort and time in recruitment and selection only. Organizational growth can be sustained by investing in growth of human resources and that is where HR needs to playa vital role. They need to strengthen organizational learning systems and processes as well as act as a facilitator for learning in project teams. Since knowledge and knowledge workers are the major resources in software industry, at least 15-20 percent of the human resource budget should be spent on development budget. Such large investment are required to expedite the rate and quality of learning and at the same time it would help in satisfying learning needs of professionals. Since Indian software industry has been growing very fast, it needs to nurture managerial and leadership skills and competencies at multiple levels (Agrawal and Thite, 2006) . In addition, HR should work towards strengthening career and succession planning processes. Project structure being temporary in nature, is not conducive to career and succession planning process. HR along with project managers should work towards identifying and nurturing talent using career and succession planning process. The first author in his consultancy experience has found that product based software organizations because of the nature of the work were able to offer superior career plans which were highly appreciated by software professionals working in those organizations.
Software organizations need to nurture flexibility so that it could respond to external environmental changes in an effective way. Firstly, though the industry is in service domain, it should not give away its power and freedom to customers. It must ensure that customers treat it as a professional organization and does not interfere in the organizational HR decisions. For example, a customer's request for continuing an onsite member should not be accepted without thoroughly examining it and its implications for onsite as well as offshore members. Secondly, organization should use job rotations in a proactive way to ensure a balance between the projects needs as well as learning needs of the team members. The project development cycles should be closely monitored and tearn members should be proactively moved as appropriate. As discussed earlier, substantial investments in learning and development can further enhance organizational flexibility and resilience.
Contract workers are used by organizations to reduce cost as well as to take care of seasonal and unplanned workload. Organizations typically pay much less to contract workers as compared to regular employees. They also often do not have access to many perks, facilities and learning opportunities that are available to regular employees. Contract workers doing manual work generally do not have many opportunities to become permanent employees. In addition, it is possible to observe and monitor manual work. And hence, a contract worker doing manual does not complain about non-availability of perks and learning opportunities available to regular employees. However, work of contract workers in software industry is not amenable to monitoring and control similar to the work of manual workers. In addition, these contract workers work along with regular employees at the same work place, often in the same project team. They become aware that they are as good as regular employees and hence they feel unhappy when they are differentiated vis-it-vis regular employees. Software organizations should treat contract workers similar as regular employees and should provide them perks and facilities as well as learning opportunities.
Equity is important for everyone and more so for knowledge workers who have flexibility and choices in terms of job market. Distributive justice and procedural justice have strong correlations with organizational satisfaction, job satisfaction, organizational commitment, trust and withdrawal (Colquitt et ai, 2001 ). Lack of job satisfaction, high level of stress and bum out experienced by software professionals in project teams were at least partly . attributed to lack of equity as experienced by them. Project and team based nature of software services work makes the task of helping team members experience equity complex. Onsite-offshore delivery model of software industry adds to the complexity of managing equity. Organizations need to evolve and institutionalize selection processes for onsite posting so that everyone believes that the selection for onsite posting is fair. Similarly, internal posting to different projects which offer opportunities to work in different domains and technologies which are considered to be hot and being in great demand should be perceived as fair and rationale.
All the recommendations discussed above can be summarized as leadership at the highest level taking responsibility for managing a balance and congruence between the requirements of external and internal environment; and ensuring a balance between enhancing performance in present and creating future for the organization.
